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Abstract
Serious games are specially designed computer games in which education is the primary goal, rather than entertainment. They are interactive competitive lessons with defined learning outcomes and their importance in contemporary educational practice is increasing. The implementation of serious games in teaching has a potential to facilitate the learning process in terms of increasing students’ interest in learning to ensure better understanding of learning materials and application of acquired knowledge. Serious games can be used to stimulate programming learning. Besides learning coding skills, programming supports the development of computational thinking, which is widely applicable and useful, not just in computer science, but also in everyday life. Programming is recognized as a crucial skill, even a new literacy, for all children, and there is the emerging need to introduce programming concepts into primary schools from the first to the fourth grade. Computational thinking represents an increasingly important focus in informatics (computer science), and ways of incorporating it into the school curricula are being explored. Serious games offer an exciting opportunity for learners to engage in computational thinking. This paper presents an overview of the game genres suitable for better understanding of certain programming concepts. Games and tasks that were taken into consideration trigger the development of computational thinking skills by incorporating components such as abstraction, decomposition, evaluation, and generalization. The examples of serious games are given and classified according to the main programming concepts. This classification can be a starting point for selecting and designing adequate serious games to support the effective learning of programming concepts in the classroom.
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1. Introduction
Didactic games can be defined as interactive, competitive lessons with defined learning outcomes that enable students to have fun during acquiring knowledge. Their goal is not merely fun but they contain an educational component as well [1][2]. As didactic video games encourage student motivation and facilitate the learning of complex materials, they are increasingly being used in informatics (computer science) teaching [3]. The main goal of the games in informatics teaching is to introduce students to the world of complex problems, and they are particularly important for the development of computational thinking (CT) and programming learning [4].
The question that arises is to what extent the CT development is associated with programming and whether it should be developed before the programming learning itself, or it is sufficient to introduce it simultaneously at the same time when Programming. According to [5] CT can be separated from programming, and should be taught before programming teaching starts.
In order to successfully use games for CT and programming, it is necessary to explore which games and logical tasks are appropriate for the development of particular concepts, i.e. a framework for programming learning for younger students using game based learning (GBL) needs to be developed.
As a first step of this research, this paper presents work-in-progress with the aim to identify serious games that are suitable for understanding basic concepts of computational thinking.

2. Computational thinking
The best way to teach students coding is to teach the key coding skills first. It is necessary to start with the essential elements for the key building blocks of computer literacy. Many coding skills are not just important for programming, they are critical skills for any career. It is more important to help children gain the thinking skills than to actually write codes. It is widely accepted that students need to demonstrate an understanding of the patterns evident in programming rather than focusing only on syntax and semantics of programming [6][7].
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Computational thinking is a general analytic approach to problem-solving, designing systems and understanding human behaviour concerned with conceptualizing, developing abstractions and designing systems that overlap with logical thinking and requires concept fundamental to computing [8][9]. Some studies support the idea that everyone should think computational and that it is crucial for children to develop CT skills before formal programming learning [10] [11], while others claim it is questionable what skills and abilities develop CT and how it should be integrated into education [12]. The most suitable game types for problem solving are puzzles, simulation games, strategy games, adventure games, artificial life and management games [13]. The need for the introduction of coding and the development of computational thinking in primary schools has already been recognized and competitions such as Hackathon on Coding, Bebras are one way of rewarding excellence in that area.

3. Games and logical tasks for learning computational thinking

The aim of the Bebras challenge [14] is to promote students’ interest in informatics learning from the beginning of their education by solving short tasks, and deepen computational thinking. The most important components for developing computational thinking are interesting logical tasks or puzzles. In the papers [15] and [6], five key computational thinking skills are suggested:

- **Abstraction** makes problems easier to think about by spotting key elements in certain problem/task and removing unnecessary details without losing any important information.
- **Decomposition** is the way of thinking about problems in terms of their component parts that can be understood, solved, developed and evaluated separately.
- **Algorithmic thinking** is the ability to think in terms of sequence and rules as a way of solving problems and it needs to be applied when steps of problems repeat in similar sequence. It involves creating and executing an algorithm.
- **Evaluation** is the process of ensuring that the obtained solution is suitable for the given purpose.
- **Generalization** is a way of quickly solving new problems based on the previous solutions, and building on the earlier experience. It is related to identifying patterns, similarities and connections.

In [15] a two-dimensional categorization system, which incorporates CT skills and informatics concepts is introduced. A task should be assigned to only one informatics concept and up to three CT skills.

Brennan & Resnick [16] define a framework for CT which is composed of three key dimensions: computational thinking concepts, computational thinking practices, computational thinking. They have also defined the following concepts that can apply to programming and non-programming context: sequence, loops, events, conditionals, operators, data and parallelism.

The most interesting dimensions at the beginning of our research are computational thinking concepts, which are common in programming approach. As a first step, we wanted to show the connections of the CT concepts with the particular games and tasks (Table 1). The examples of the tasks are taken from the Bebras contest [14], while the examples of the games are taken from the following sites: Education, Blockly games and similar. It is planned to create such types of games in the Croatian language.
Table 1. Connections of the CT concepts with the particular games and tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational thinking concepts</th>
<th>Game genre</th>
<th>Game example</th>
<th>Task example</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decomposition</td>
<td>Sudoku</td>
<td>Picture sudoku Kakuro for kids</td>
<td>Animation Beach Flags Broken Window Beaver Code</td>
<td>Solving the sudoku encourages the discerning of the exact rules of character scheduling. It is important to understand the rule and know how to apply it in different situations – from the easier ones when only one character is missing to the ones that are more difficult when more characters are missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Doodle dots Tetris Jigsaw puzzle Tangram games</td>
<td>Patchwork Doodle dots</td>
<td>Mushrooms Bracelet Walnut Animals Geocaching</td>
<td>By solving these tasks and games, children learn to use and interpret symbols or representations in order to think through and solve a variety of problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic Thinking</td>
<td>Puzzle games Maze games</td>
<td>Blockly Games: Bird Run Marco Blocky Games: Maze</td>
<td>Setting the Table Crane Operating Fair Share Candy jar Cross Country Beaver Code</td>
<td>To solve these tasks, it is important to set a proper sequence of steps/commands. If they are not set in the proper order, the task cannot be solved. By identifying the patterns in the tasks, we can make predictions, create rules and solve problems that are more general.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Memory game Jigsaw puzzle</td>
<td>Blockly Games: Puzzle Matching games</td>
<td>Dream Dress Geocaching Cross Country</td>
<td>The tasks involve statements (conditions/requirements) that must be evaluated (determined to be true or false) for a set of objects. Conditions and their evaluation are important because the decisions are made based on them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>Pattern games</td>
<td>Pattern games</td>
<td>Beaver Code Birthday Balloons Animation</td>
<td>Resolving a sequence of items enables students to practice the ability to recognize the rules of changing the elements in a row and to use these rules to predict the next step. These tasks help us to realize that certain information can assist in the prediction of what follows.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusion and future work
This paper presents a work-in-progress research with the aim of creating a framework for programming learning in the younger age of students. The basis of the framework will be a two-dimensional categorization consisting of programming concepts and computational thinking concepts. CT concepts and concepts of programming will be linked to the games and logical tasks that help in their learning.
So far, the construction of the classification for CT has begun and the first version is presented in this paper. The following steps include extending the classification with the games for programming concepts, game collection, game and logical tasks development in the Croatian language, as well as the implementation of experiments in primary schools, where students from first to fourth grade will test the proposed framework in programming learning.
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